best investigative or in-depth reporting
Many great entries. Honourable mention: Amy German (We didn’t stop the fire) for a story that got to the bottom of a key question for people living north of the 51st.
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Gas tax trial 18 years in the making
 
  





DANIEL ROWE
The Eastern Door
All the angles were expertly covered in this comprehensive
coverage of an important local issue.

One womans unifying sacrifice
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lists, and exempti on rules in a
gas tax trial 18 years in the making this week.
The ultimate verdict could
change the nature of tax exemption for First Nations people
across the country.
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Quebec Chronicle-Telegraph

This series stood out because it not only looked at scientific study
but also painted a picture of the researchers behind the science.
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Up close and personal with a researche

Conserving Quebec’s caribou
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STEVE BONSPIEL
The Eastern Door
Took reader behind the scenes to tell the medical and human story
behind a heart transplant. Heartwarming and heartbreaking.
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